Project Update Summer 2016

GRP Building Projects

AEA 179 ELECTRICAL LAB REMODEL
Progress – Duct work, electrical, masonry
Weeks of July 11-24 – Masonry, electrical, perimeter heat, door removal

AEA 182, 183 & 184 CAD LAB REMODEL
Progress – Masonry
Weeks of July 11-24 – Electrical, saw cut floor

CAMPUS LAB FARM PAVILION ARENA LIGHTS
Progress – Lights ordered
Weeks of July 11-24 - None

CSH OFFICES CARPET & PAINT
Progress – Scheduled furniture/IT moves. Painting has started
Weeks of July 11-24 – Painting to begin July 13, carpet July 14

DL REKEY
Progress – 1st and 2nd floors rekeyed
Weeks of July 11-24 – Basement rekeying

FALCON CENTER PHASE 2
Progress – Install sidewalks on north and east
Weeks of July 11-24 – Structural steel for Page Arena, close in Hunt roof, continue with partition walls in H&HP area
More information available at: http://www.uwrf.edu/FalconCenter

FOOD SCIENCE – ISIP: DAIRY PILOT PLANT DESIGN
Progress –
Weeks of July 11-24 – Pre-design budget review

KFA ABBOTT CONCERT HALL RENOVATION PRE-DESIGN
Progress –
Weeks of July 11-24 – Acoustics evaluation of the space on July 14

MCS FAST COPY BUILD-OUT
Progress – Walls, electrical, HVAC
Weeks of July 11-24 – HVAC, electrical

MULTI-BUILDING REKEY (RDI, SH, NH, DL) DFD 13K3G
Progress – RDI/SH complete, DL in progress
Weeks of July 11-24 – Submit NH order
RODLI RENOVATION DESIGN (ENROLLMENT SERVICES)
Progress – In design
Weeks of July 11-24 – None

SH 221 ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM
Progress – HVAC, painting, A/V
Weeks of July 11-24 – Lighting, Carpet

SH 310 TECH INSTALL/CARPET
Progress –
Weeks of July 11-24 – Order carpet, final estimate

SH WINDOW PAINTING
Progress –
Weeks of July 11-24 – Contractor expected back on site

PR Projects

CRABTREE BASEMENT KITCHEN REMODEL
Progress – Saw cut compete, under floor plumbing complete
Weeks of July 11-24 – bulkheads, frame knee walls, abatement, infill concrete, tile patching, mason work

CRABTREE BASEMENT REMODEL
Progress – Demo, laundry room
Weeks of July 11-24 – Paint, abatement, tile demo in bathrooms, mason work, bulkheads, infill concrete

CRABTREE CORRIDOR CEILINGS 3RD N & 4TH S
Progress – Started abatement
Weeks of July 11-24 - Abatement

CRABTREE REPLACE LIGHTS ABOVE MIRRORS
Progress – Move lights into building
Weeks of July 11-24 - Installation

GRIMM HALL REPLACE LIGHTS ABOVE MIRRORS
Progress – Installed Lights
Weeks of July 11-24 –

MAY HALL STEAM TRAP SURVEY
COMPLETED 6/20

MULTI-RES HALL DRINKING FOUNTAIN UPGRADE
Progress – Completed Stratton and Ames Suites
Weeks of July 11-24 – Grimm Hall & South Fork Suites
MULTI-RES HALL PAINTING
Progress – Grimm complete, Crabtree 75% complete
Weeks of July 11-24 – Crabtree

MULTI-RES HALL SMOKE DETECTOR REPLACEMENT
Progress –
Weeks of July 11-24 -

UC 2ND FLOOR RESTROOMS
Progress – Hired tile contractor
Weeks of July 11-24 – Remove fixtures, repair plumbing issues, tile installation to begin

UC BALLROOM CARPET
Project – COMPLETE

UC PETE’S CREEK LIGHTING
Progress – Review preliminary design
Weeks of July 11-24 – Proceed with option 3 design

Exterior/Misc. Projects

DL WATER INFILTRATION REPAIRS
Progress – P.O. is out
Weeks of July 11-24 – Working on scheduling

KFA/CSH OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
Progress – Seating stones are getting name printed
Weeks of July 11-24 – Purchase request is in for the paver circle

RAMER TRACK
Progress – Structural coating completed 6/20
Weeks of July 11-24 – Line painting scheduled for 8/2

ROADS & WALKS
Progress – P.O. is out.